Oxford Hungarian Society
Hilary Term 2005
Most of this term=s meetings, but not the first two, will be held in the MacGregor Room, Oriel College

Monday 24 January from 7.30 p.m., in the bar of ‘Next Door’, Holywell Street

Social Evening

We meet for a drink or two to start the Term

Thursday 3 February, 6.30 p.m. for 7 p.m., MRC Unit

Dept. of Pharmacology, Mansfield Rd., between the new Univ. Club and Virology

Peter Somogyi:

‘From Molecules to Space and Time in the Brain’

Peter Somogyi, FRS, Professor of Neurobiology and Director of the MRC Anatomical Neuropharmacology Unit, will
show us the work of the Unit, including the labs (Due to safety procedures, we regret that latecomers cannot be
admitted)

Friday 11 February, 8 p.m., in the MacGregor Room

Michael Kaser:

‘On UN Mission to Budapest, December 1955: the UN Economic
Commission for Europe's first research work in Hungary’
Michael Kaser was in the UN Secretariat from 1951 to 1963, and has
since been a fellow (from 1993 emeritus fellow) of St Antony's College

Tuesday February 15, 8 p.m., in the MacGregor Room

László Gróf:

‘A Round Trip in Transylvania’

An illustrated talk from our erdélyi tudósító gives a unique personal
insight into this most beautiful and mysterious of regions

Wednesday 2 March, 8 p.m., in the MacGregor Room

Nicolas Barker:

‘Miklós Misztótfalusi Kis’

The noted historian of printing presents the remarkable story of
Hungary’s most important typographical artist

Please visit our site on the Internet, at www.hungsoc.com

The OXFORD HUNGARIAN SOCIETY exists for all those
interested in matters Hungarian. Please keep this
programme and show it to anyone else who might like to
attend. We have no membership fee, but ask for
contributions to defray our not inconsiderable expenses
(minimum £5 per term suggested, students £2). Cheques
made out to ‘Oxford Hungarian Society’ can be sent to Kati
Evans, Rowan Cottage, 45 Sunningwell Village, Oxford
OX13 6RD (please use form below).
Kati Evans
email: hungsoc@hungsoc.com
tel. Oxford 736973 (home, at all reasonable times)

TO OXFORD HUNGARIAN SOCIETY

I enclose my contribution of £ ....... for Hilary Term 2005.
Name
………………………………………………………………..........................................................
...................
Address (including email address if you have one)
……………………………………………………………..........................................................................
..................
.............................................................................................................................................................
....

